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Abstract

In this paper we show how to assist the development
for problems fitting the Commanded Behaviour frame, us-
ing UML with a well-founded approach, and we illustrate
our ideas with a lift case study.

1 Introduction

The problem frames introduced by Mickael Jackson in
[11, 12] provide diagrams, notations and concepts to de-
scribe frequently met problem structures of different kinds,
and thus are a nice way to help to start structuring the prob-
lem under study. Trying to match one of the problem frames
provided by Jackson [12] to the problem under study yields
some clarification on the kind of system that is to be devel-
oped (note that failing to match a problem frame may also
shed some light on the work to be done). As Jackson puts
it [11], once the problem frame fitting is achieved then the
corresponding appropriate development method should be
available.

We found this idea very interesting and worked with it
in several directions, in relationships with formal specifi-
cations [7, 8] and with UML [9]. In both cases, for some
basic problem frames, our work shows how to associate to
the different parts of the problem frame some specification
detailed schema.

This workshop on problem frames gives us the opportu-
nity to show how these approaches can be combined on the
Commanded Behaviour Frame.

In [7], we provided formal specification skeletons in the
CASL and CASL-LTL specification languages [2, 14] as-
sociated with problem frames given in [11] (the Transla-
tion/JSP frame, and the Information System - IS - frames).
In [8], we developed a general formally grounded specifica-
tion methodology associated with the CASL and CASL-LTL

languages, and briefly showed our to relate it with some ba-
sic problem frames given in [11] (Translation/JSP, IS, Con-

trol). In [9], our motivation was to show how to relate prob-
lem frames of [12] with a well founded methodology for
UML descriptions, and we worked on the Transformation,
the Commanded Information and the Required Behaviour
frames.

In this paper, we turn our attention to the Commanded
Behaviour Frame, and show how to assist the development
for problems fitting this frame, using UML with a well-
founded approach.

There are some drawbacks with the use of UML [15].
While it provides a nice variety of constructs, they are re-
dundant, and it may be difficult to choose which are appro-
priate. There are no means to fully insure the consistency
between the different views used to build a model, and,
moreover, the UML semantics is both informal and prob-
lematic. However, in [3, 4], it has been shown that UML
may be used in a development method in a quite precise,
structured and well-founded way, avoiding most of its typi-
cal problems (e.g., only a subset of UML with a semantics
that may be formally given is used).

Here, taking advantage of the formal treatment made for
some problem frames in [7], we propose for this problem
frame a development method using UML together with pre-
cise guidelines for the users, by tailoring the general one
proposed in [3, 4]. These help to reduce the development
time and prevent loosing time searching how to model the
various aspects. This lead us also to discover how to prop-
erly handle, using UML, many kind of applications that do
not easily fit inside the standard business case/use case ap-
proach, as proposed by many UML-based methods (e.g.,
RUP [13] and COMET [10]).

Following [3, 4], the development of an application re-
quires to produce a Model of the Domain of the applica-
tion (i.e., those aspects of the real world that are relevant
for the application to be developed for providing a solu-
tion to the problem under consideration), then a Require-
ment Specification, and finally a Design Specification, each
of them being a UML model with a precise structure. Here,
we present how to produce them for the particular case of



the Commanded Behaviour Frame using the various parts
of the frame, introduced in Sect. 2.

2 The Commanded Behaviour Frame

The problem frame

Jackson [12] describes this problem frame (sketched in
the diagram below) as follows. “There is some part of the
physical world whose behaviour is to be controlled in accor-
dance with commands issued by an operator. The problem
is to build a machine that will accept the operator’s com-
mands and impose the control accordingly.”
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Let us recall that the problem frames distinguish the do-
main parts (drawn as rectangles), the requirements (as a
dashed oval), and the design (as a double striped rectan-
gle), which are connected through interfaces. Events (or
phenomena) occur at the interfaces.

The C in the frame diagram indicates that the domain
Controlled domain must be causal. The machine is always a
causal domain (so an explicit C is not needed). The B stands
for “biddable” and is used for domains that are people. The
phenomena E4 are the operator commands.

Running Example: the Lift System

The lift case study is used throughout this paper to illus-
trate our approach.

A lift system consists of a lift plant (that is the cabin, the
motor moving it and the doors at the various floors), some
software automatically controlling the lift functioning (the
controller), and the people using it (the users). The con-
troller monitors the lift plant by means of sensors, which
communicate the status of its various components (e.g.,
there is a sensor detecting the position of the cabin), and
directs its behaviour by means of orders (e.g., it can order
to open/close the doors).

The lift matches the Commanded Behaviour frame as
follows. The Operator is the lift user (further denoted by
User), the Control machine is the lift controller (that is the
software controlling the lift), and the Controlled domain is
the lift plant (that is the cabin, the motor, and the doors at
the floors), further denoted by LiftPlant.
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3 Domain Model

The UML model

The domain model in the case of the Commanded Be-
haviour Frame concerns the Controlled domain and is de-
scribed by a UML model that includes the following frag-
ment.1

Pulses
<<interface>>

pulse    (...)
...
pulse    (...)

1

n

ControlledDomain
<<active>>

+sensor    :...
...
+sensor    :...
... private attributes ...

1

k

auto    (...)
...
auto    (...)

1

h

The Controlled domain is equipped with some sensors,
which are modelled by the public attributes ���������	��
 , . . . ,���������	�� )2, and is controlled by sending it some pulses,
which are modelled by the operations of the interface
Pulses. However, a Controlled domain may change its
state and the way it works even if it does not receive a pulse
(for example, when a part breaks down or when some ex-
ternal entity acts over it). These “autonomous” activities
are modelled by means of calls of the operations ����� � 
 , . . . ,
����� ��� .

To describe the state of the Controlled domain other pri-
vate attributes may be used. Moreover, some sensors may
signal a value derived by those of other attributes. In this
case the UML model should contain invariant constraints
defining those sensors in terms of the other attributes.

The behaviour of the class Controlled domain is then
modelled by a statechart (named Controlled domain be-
haviour)

– whose events are either time events or call events built
by the operations ����� ����
 , . . . , ����� ����� , ����� �	
 , , . . . , ����� � � ,

– and whose conditions and actions examine and update
its attributes.

1A UML interface (keyword � interface � ) is a named set of opera-
tions. A dashed arrow from a class C to an interface I denotes that C will
call the operations of I, whereas a dashed arrow with a solid head from I to
C denotes that C will realizes I.

2The fact that the sensors may break down is modelled by assuming
that they may contain some special values corresponding to failures.



Lift Case Study: Domain Model

The Controlled domain in the lift case study is the lift plant,
and is modelled by the class LiftPlant presented below.

Pulses
<<interface>>

openDoor(Int)
closeDoor(Int)
motorStop
motorUp
motorDown

DoorPosition
<<datatype>>

open
closed

inv:
cabinPos =
  if |cabinHeight - 5(cabinHeight/5)| <= 0.05 then 
       cabinHeight/5
  else
    -1
and   noneInside = peopleInside =0
and  0 =< cabinHeigh <= 28
and  peopleInside >= 0

LiftPlant
<<active>>

+cabinPos: Int
+doorPos(Int):  DoorPosition
+noneInside: Boolean
-cabinHeight: Real  {  in meters  }
-peopleInside: Int

enter  {a person enters in the cabin}
leave   {a person leaves  the cabin}

In the lift there is a sensor revealing the position of the
cabin (the floor number when it is at a floor, -1 when it is
between two floors), the position of the doors at the various
floors (open or closed) and if there is someone inside the
cabin. Two private attributes record the actual height of the
cabin from the ground and how many persons are inside the
cabin. The pulses may require to open or close the door at
some floor, and to stop, move up or down the motor that
moves the cabin.

The behaviour of the class LiftPlant is described by the
following statechart.

Stopped

MovingDown

MovingUp

motorStop motorUp

motorStopmotorDown

after 0.1 s  / 
cabinHeight = cabinHeigh+0.4

after 0.1 s  / 
cabinHeight = cabinHeigh-0.4

[f= cabinPosition]
closeDoor(f) /
doorPos(f) = closed

[f= cabinPosition]
openDoor(f) /
doorPos(f) = open

[peopleInside > 0  and 
doorPos(cabinPos) = open]

leaves / 
peopleInside  = peopleInside - 1

[ doorPos(cabinPos) = open]
enters  / 

peopleInside  = peopleInside + 1

Note how the above diagram shows that the doors can be
opened/closed only when the cabin is at the corresponding
floor, and that people may enter/leave the cabin only when
the cabin is at some floor with open door; thus these security
features will be not under the responsibility of the software
controller. The fact that following the problem frame ap-

proach the developer is obliged to explicitly consider and
describe the existing parts of the real world interacting with
the system to be developed is one of the most valuable as-
pect of this approach.

4 Requirement Specification

4.1 The UML Model

The requirement specification corresponds to the parts of
the frame Commanded behaviour and Operator.

In this case use cases are suitable to summarize the re-
quirements, thus the Requirement Specification is a UML
model consisting of a use case diagram, a class diagram and
various use case descriptions, one for each use case appear-
ing in the diagram.

Use Case Diagram

Command 1
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The Control machine is the application to develop, and the
use cases � ����� � ����
 , . . . , � ����� � ����� correspond to the
possible commands sent by the Operator to the Control
machine. The last use case, Require normal behaviour,
models the fact that usually also in absence of commands
from the Operator the Control machine must ensure a cer-
tain kind of behaviour; obviously, if the Control machine
must act only as a consequence of a command, this use case
may be dropped. Recall that following [3, 4] we consider as
actors all those entities interacting with the application, and
not only those taking advantage of its services; thus also the
Controlled domainis an actor.3

Class Diagram This class diagram, corresponding to the
Context View of [3, 4], should contain the following frag-
ment.

3In [3, 4] a different icon (parallelogram) is used for these “secondary”
actors.



ControlMachine

Pulses
<<interface>>

pulse   (...)
...
pulse   (...)

1

n

Operator
Commands
<<interface>>

command    (...)
...
command    (...)

1

m

ControlledDomain

+sensor   :...
...
+sensor   :...

1

k

This diagram introduces three classes modelling the three
corresponding parts of the problem frame and shows which
are the mutual interfaces. We have that the ControlMa-
chine interacts with the Controlled domain by sending it
pulses (interface Pulses) and by accessing the “sensor” at-
tributes, and with the Operator by receiving its commands
(interface Commands); it is assumed that all commands
are always correct and acceptable, and thus no error mes-
sages should be sent back from the Control machine to the
Operator.4

Use Case Description In [7] the Commanded behaviour
is described in terms of desired properties on the behaviour
of the Controlled domain, whereas [12] speaks of rules; but,
to describe properties in UML is problematic. Indeed, the
constraints (invariants for classes and pre-post for opera-
tions), written for example in OCL, can express a very lim-
ited form of properties on the behavior of a class. In the lit-
erature there are several proposals for extending OCL with
temporal combinators (see, e.g., [6, 16]), but none of them
has either reached the current practice or has been accepted
as a standard. Thus, we do not think that it will be pos-
sible to propose a sensible UML-based method where the
commanded behaviour will be modelled using properties.

On the other hand, the standard techniques to describe
use cases focussing on showing the possible scenarios of
interactions between the application to be developed and
the actors (using natural language, or UML sequence/
collaboration diagrams, or statecharts associated with the
class modelling the application, as proposed by [3, 4]) are
not very suitable in this case. Indeed, each use case has just
a unique trivial scenario “The operator sends � ��� � � � ��� to
the Control machine, which in turns causes the Controlled
domain to behave in the following way . . . ”.

We think that, instead, a more appropriate way is to
present the commanded behaviour by means of a statechart
associated with the class Controlled domain5 such that

– the states are the same of the statechart Controlled
domain behaviour included in the Domain Model (see

4Variants of this frame may be developed, where commands may be
refused in some situation and the Operator may make mistakes in sending
the commands.

5Similarly [12] proposes on an example to use generic state machines.

Sect. 3),

– the events are either timed events or change events con-
cerning its attributes,

– the conditions concern only its attributes,

– and the actions are updates of its attributes.

Indeed, the required behaviour of the Controlled domain is
usually expressed in terms of activities to be done

– at certain time, they will be triggered by the timed
events,

– or when something changes inside itself (e.g., due to
failures or to acts by external entities), they will be triggered
by the change events.

Moreover, these activities consists of modification of the
internal state of the Controlled domain.

Whenever the commanded behaviour depends on the ac-
tual situation of the Controlled domain we need to give a
statechart, having the form describe above, for each state (of
the statechart modelling the Controlled domain, see Sect. 3)
in which the command has some effect.

The use case Require normal behaviour is described
by statecharts, similar to those used for the other use cases,
modelling the behaviour that the Control machine must
guarantee in absence of commands sent be the Operator,
and by a set of invariant constraints presenting the safety
conditions that the Control machine must always guarantee.

4.2 Lift Case Sutdy: Requirement Specification

Use case diagram

Stop cabin

Controller

U: User L:LiftPlant
Call cabin at 

a floor

Send cabin to
a floor

Cabin must wait 
at ground floor

The lift user may ask to the cabin to stop (pressing some
button inside the cabin), send the cabin to some floor press-
ing again a button inside the cabin, and call the cabin to a
floor by pressing a button at the door of this floor. When no
one is using the lift, then cabin should go back to the ground
floor.



Class diagram

Controller

User

Commands
<<interface>>

stop
callAt(Int)
sendTo(Int)

LiftPlant

+cabinPos: Int
+doorPos(Int):  DoorPosition
+someoneInside: Boolean

Pulses
<<interface>>

openDoor(Int)
closeDoor(Int)
motorStop
motorUp
motorDown

This diagram depicts the context of the lift controller
(class Controller) and how it may interact with the entities
in such context (by sending the pulses to the LiftPlant and
reading its sensors) and by receiving the commands from
the User).

Use case descriptions

Stop cabin The stop command requires that
– if the cabin is moving, it must reach the nearest floor and
then the corresponding door is opened (recall cabinPosi-
tion = -1 when the cabin is between two floors),

MovingUp

Stopped

 after 1 s  /
doorPos(cabinPos) = open

when cabinPosition <> -1 

MovingDown

Stopped

 after 1 s  /
doorPos(cabinPos) = open

when cabinPosition <> -1 

– if, instead, it is already stopped at a floor, then the door at
that floor must be opened.

Stopped

 after 1 s  /
doorPos(cabinPos) = open

Call cabin at a floor Assume that the called floor
is f. This command is ignored whenever the cabin is not

stopped, or when it is already at the called floor with open
doors. Otherwise, it requires that when no one is inside
the cabin, the door at the floor where the cabin is must be
closed, and the cabin have to move to f; after the door at f
will be opened.

[cabinPos <> f and 
 doorPos(cabinPos) = open and

  noneInside ] 
after 1 s  / doorPos(cabinPos) = closed

  [ cabinPos<f and
   doorPos(cabinPos) = closed and

noneInside ]
after 1  s 

when cabinPosition = f

MovingDown

MovingUp

[cabinPos=f and 
 doorPos(f) = closed and

  noneInside ] 
after 1 s  / doorPos(f) = open

when cabinPosition = f

Stopped

  [ cabinPos>f and
   doorPos(cabinPos) = closed and

noneInside ]
after 1  s 

Send cabin to a floor Assume that the floor to
whom the cabin is sent is f. This command is ignored when-
ever the cabin is not stopped or it is already stopped at f with
open door. Otherwise, it requires that the door at the floor
where the cabin is must be closed, and the cabin have to
move to f; after the door at f will be opened. There is a lit-
tle subtle difference with the previous use case (the former
requires that no one is inside the cabin before it can start to
move), but the proosed method allows to precisely describe
both of them.

[cabinPos <> f and 
 doorPos(cabinPos) = open ] 

after 1 s  / 
doorPos(cabinPos) = closed

  [ cabinPos<f and
   doorPos(cabinPos) = closed ]

after 1  s 
when cabinPos = f

MovingDown

MovingUp

[cabinPos=f and 
 doorPos(f) = closed  ] 

after 1 s  / doorPos(f) = open

when cabinPos = f
 [cabinPos>f and 

doorPos(cabinPos) = closed]
after 1  s 

Stopped



Cabin must wait at ground floor When no one
is using the lift for 1 minute, the cabin must be sent to the
ground floor and the door at that floor opened.

[cabinPos> 0 and 
 doorPos(cabinPos) = open and

  noneInside ] 
after 1 m  / 

doorPos(cabinPos) = closed

Stopped

MovingDown

[cabinPos=0 and 
  noneInside ] 

after 1 s  / doorPos(0) = open

when cabinPosition =0
 [ cabinPos> 0  and˚     

doorPos(cabinPos) = closed  and  
noneInside ]

after 1  s 

5 Design Specification

5.1 The UML Model

The design effort for a problem matching the Com-
manded Behaviour Frame consists in developing the Con-
trol machine. In general that task may be quite complex be-
cause many different possible design choices are possible.
For example, the Control machine may

– be a simple synchronous process that in any cycle reads
all the sensors and sends pulses depending on the values
read beforehand and on the received command;

– be a simple process that waits to receive a command,
then reads the sensors and sends the appropriate pulses, and
goes back to waiting for commands;

– have a complex architecture, where some components
take care to receive the commands, others read the sen-
sors and elaborate the read values, and others determine and
send the pulses.
Moroever, the commands may be processed in a sequential
way one after the other or in parallel, and policies may be
defined to solve conflicts when many different commands
are received and some of them have to wait to be processed.

Thus we will provide a family of patterns in the sense
of [1] for the Control machine design, each one based on
a set of coherent design choices, and accompanied by the
schematic form of the UML model needed to present it.
Here we present the pattern for a simple case.

Asynchronous Simple Control Machine

The design of the Control machine proposed by this pattern
assumes that it is a simple process receiving the commands
and processing them one after the other. While it is process-
ing a command it cannot receive another one, and when it
is waiting for a command to take care of it should ensure

the required normal behaviour. This pattern may be applied
only when the description of the use case Required normal
behaviour does not include safety constraints.

In this case the Control machine is simply modelled by
an active class whose behaviour is defined by a statechart.
Thus, the design specification is a UML model containing

<<active>>
ControlMachine

CD: ControlledDomain

command    (...)
...
command    (...)

1

m

(the operations � ��� � 
 , . . . , � ����� � are those of the Com-
mands interface, and the attributes CD refers to the ac-
tual Controlled domain) and a statechart (associated with
the class ControlMachine) with a shape as below

Waiting

command    (...)m

. . .

command    (...)1

Command 1

........

Command m

........

NormalBehaviour

........

after ...

where the subcharts enclosed in any of the sequential hier-
archical states (depicted by dots in the above picture) are
such that

– their events are only change events on the sensors of
CD and timed events (while handling a command another
one cannot be received),

– their conditions are on the attributes of Control ma-
chine and on the sensors of CD,

– their actions may update the attributes of Control ma-
chine and call the operations of the Pulses interface,

– have a unique initial substate and at least one final sub-
state.6

The Control machine modelled by the above statechart
waits for commands, when one is received it is processed
sending pulses to the Controlled domain so as to obtain the
commanded behaviour, and then goes back to wait; when no
command is received for some given time, it sends pulses
to the Controlled domain so as to obtain the behaviour re-
quired in the normal situation, and then goes back to wait.

6Recall that a transition entering a structured state activates its initial
substate, and that an unlabelled transition leaving a structured state will be
fired whenever a final substate becomes active.



5.2 Lift Case Study: Design Specification

For the simple case of the lift we propose a design fol-
lowing the pattern “Asynchronous Simple Control”.

<<active>>
Controller

LP: LiftPlant

stop
callAt(Int)
sendTo(Int)

The behaviour of the class Controller is given by the
following hierarchical statechart.

Waiting

callAt(f)   stop

Stop Call ToGround

after 1 msendTo(f)

Send

The refinement of the various states are given below.

Send

[LP.cabinPos <> f and 
 LP.doorPos(LP.cabinPos) = open ] 

after 1 s  / 
LP.closeDoor(f)

  [ LP.cabinPos<f and
LP.doorPos(f) = closed  ]

after 1  s/
LP.motorUp 

when LP.cabinPosition = f/
LP.motorStop

[LP.cabinPos = f and  
LP.doorPos(f) = closed  ] 

after 1 s  /
LP.openDoor(f)

 [ LP.cabinPos>f and˚     
LP.doorPos(LP.cabinPos) = closed  ]

after 1  s/
LP.motorDown 

when LP.cabinPosition = f/
LP.motorStop

Call

when LP.cabinPosition = f /
LP.motorStop

[LP.cabinPos <> f and 
 LP.doorPos(LP.cabinPos) = open and

  LP.noneInside ] 
after 1 s  /

LP.closeDoor(LP.cabinPos)

  [ LP.cabinPos<f and
   LP.doorPos(f) = closed and

LP.noneInside ]
after 1  s  /

LP.motorUp

when LP.cabinPosition = f /
LP.motorStop

[LP.cabinPos=f and 
 LP.doorPos(f) = closed and

 LP. noneInside ] 
after 1 s  /

LP.openDoor(f)

 [ LP.cabinPos>f and˚     
LP.doorPos(LP.cabinPos) = closed  and  

LP.noneInside ]
after 1  s /

LP.motorDown 

Stop

when LP.cabinPos <> -1 /
LP.motorStop

 after 1 s  /
LP.openDoor(LP.cabinPos)

ToGround

[LP.cabinPos <> 0 and 
 LP.doorPos(LP.cabinPos) = open and

  LP.noneInside ] 
after 1 m  / 

LP.closeDoor(LP.cabinPos)

[LP.cabinPos=0 and 
  LP.noneInside ] 

after 1 s  /
LP.openDoor(0)

when LP.cabinPosition =0 /
LP.motorStop

 [ LP.cabinPos> 0  and˚     
LP.doorPos(LP.cabinPos) = closed  

and LP. noneInside ]
after 1  s /

LP.motorDown



6. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a software develop-
ment approach for systems fitting the Commanded Be-
haviour Frame that combines the use of the UML notation,
the use of the structuring concepts provided by the prob-
lem frames, together with our methodological approach for
well-founded methods.

While the problem frame provides a first overall struc-
ture for problems, our method shows, for each development
phase, how to use appropriate UML constructs.

There are, to our knowledge, no similar approaches in
the literature, proposing a method for the combined use of
problem frames and UML.

However, some work was done to associate formal spec-
ifications with problem frames, as we did in [7], and D.
Bjorner in [5]. In [9], we show how to relate problem frames
with a well founded methodology for UML descriptions,
and we worked on the Transformation, the Commanded In-
formation and the Required Behaviour frames. Here, we
took advantage of our experience in [7] to propose a well-
founded way to use UML for the Commanded Behaviour
Frame.

We think that, with respect to the use of standard UML-
based methods, our method is more efficient since the user
does not need to loose time to devise the better way to use
UML, deciding among the various constructs to use and in
which way, thus (s)he may concentrate on the relevant as-
pects of the development instead of the questions related to
the use of UML.

Let us note that our precise form of the various state-
charts used for domain, requirement and design may be at
the basis of methods to help guarantee correctness and other
good properties we plan to investigate.

We plan to provide similar methods for the other ba-
sic problem frames, such as Required Information, Work-
pieces, and we see no particular problems to do that.
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